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Ultimate goal of the investigation process
• Reconstruction of what happened
• Present a narrative about an event in the past:
– that is coherent and believable
– that is supported by sufficient criminal evidence

Anchored narratives: The psychology of criminal evidence, W. A.
Wagenaar, P. J. van Koppen, and H. F. M. Crombag, New York: St
Martin's Press and Hertfordshire: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1993.
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Anchored narratives
• Quality of the narrative:
– “A good story is better than half of the proof”
(plausible, coherent, logical sequence of actions)

• How the narrative is supported by the evidence:
– The story must be anchored by “common-sense
generalisations which are generally accepted as
true” (E.g.: witnesses under oath usually speak the truth, or

if the orientation state in KnowledgeC is vertical the phone was
in a vertical position)
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How do we build a story?
• Basic elements of the story come from answers to
seven golden criminalistic Wh-Questions
• Framework for the reconstruction:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Who – was involved?
What – happened?
Where – did it happen?
When – did the crime take place?
What with – was the crime committed?
in What way – was the crime committed (how)?
Why – was the crime committed?

c
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Classical forensic principles in digital evidence

• Transfer of matter
– When a person/object touches another
person/object
– Digital evidence: transfer of information during
interaction

• Divisibility of matter
– A part has the same properties as the whole
– Digital evidence: can be replicated / duplicated as
much as needed
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Digital Evidence
• Identification of sources that carry digital evidence:
– Where do you have to search?
– What kind of information could be found?
– Why is it relevant? How can you link it to an event?

• Analysis of digital evidence will fail without proper
identification.

– necessary to understand the system and its architecture
to understand what you see and what you can find
– not about tools, but about understanding how activities
leave digital traces
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Physical traces
• Events only have limited physical consequences
• Physical consequences can often be caused by a
variety of events
• Physical traces are used to:
– form hypotheses,
– validate reconstructions that follow from other
traces
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Source level vs Activity level
• Traditionally, forensic investigation has primarily
focused on determining the source of the trace
(who left the trace)
• Recently, forensic investigation has also started
addressing the question how traces were left,
and if traces are related to the crime.
• In this respect, physical traces have limited
value…
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Deriving activities from traces
• Question changes from: ‘Who is the source of
the trace’ to ‘what activity led to the deposition
of the trace?’
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Digital evidence & Activity level
• Digital evidence contains more information about
activities than physical traces:
– information about exact moments in time, sequence of
events and location can be derived from digital evidence
– Sometimes communication information contains both
content as well as activity:
• Nature of a conversation or from search terms that were
entered can be placed in time.

• Experiments are needed to investigate how and where
activities are registered and leave digital traces
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Case: murder on the Bûterwei

https://www.rechtspraak.nl/Organisatie-encontact/Organisatie/Rechtbanken/RechtbankNoord-Nederland/Nieuws/Paginas/20-jaarcelstraf-voor-moord-op-echtgenoot.aspx

https://nltimes.nl/2017/07/10/man-found-murdered-music-festival-friesland-village

https://www.volkskrant.nl/nieuws-achtergrond/hoegoogle-data-in-een-moordzaak-leidden-naar-deechtgenote~b092755e
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Scenarios in the Bûterwei case
Scenario Defense
Suspect claims not to have left on the
evening before the murder
Phone from the suspect was switched of
because the battery was emtpy.
Suspect has asked the victim to meet
her at the Bûterwei. When the suspect
arrive at the agreed meeting place she
didn’t see the victim and turned home.

Suspect has called the victim during the
search at night.
After not finding her husband, the
suspect drove home directly at a speed
of 80 km/hr.

Scenario Prosecutor
Around 10pm the suspect has driven her car to a
nearby village, drives a bit further, stops at the
side of the road, turns around and drives home
Suspect manually turned off her phone.
Suspect has asked the victim to meet her at the
Bûterwei. She met the victim and walked with
him into the field where he was subsequently
murdered.

Suspect hasn’t called the victim during the search
at night.
Suspect didn’t drive home directly but stopped
along the way.
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Evidence
Google-timeline from Google Cloud that was
collected with a password that was recovered
from the iPhone from the suspect.
Logfiles in the phone show that the battery
was not empty (throttling status).
Google Cloud-data inidicate that the phone of
the victim was still moving at 00:27am. At
00:40am the orientation of the phone alters
considerable and at 00:43am there is no
further movement. The phone is a the location
where the victim is found the next morning.
Location date from both phones confirm that
they have been within a distance of 15-20
meters.
Call history of the phone of the suspect does
not contain outgoing calls during the search.
Security cameras along the route indicate that
the average speed of the suspects car was 18
km/hr.
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Time trackers on Android and iPhone
•

In 2018 both Apple as well as
Google have started adding
so call ed time trackers on
their smartphone OS.

•

Google has called this feature
Digital Wellbeing (starting
Android version 9 Pie)

•

Apple has called this feature
Screen Time (starting Apple
iOS version 12)

Tip: Look up “pattern of life analysis” & “digital forensics”
Check out Sarah Edwards (APPOLO) and Alexis Brignoni
26

Example: Picture was taken

Timeline with activities originating from, among other things, the KnowledgeC tables
from which, based on technical facts, it appears that a photo was taken with the
28
telephone.

Example: Picture was downloaded

Timeline with activities that show that a photo file has been downloaded
by a user after reading an email in the Gmail inbox.
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Conclusion
• Digital traces can provide evidence about the activity level
of events.
• Digital traces are valuable for developing and evaluating
scenarios.
• Scenarios can help in selecting and prioritizing digital
traces.
• Digital forensic experts are experts in the analysis of digital
traces, but digital traces are everywhere, …
• Other detectives and forensic experts need to develop a
basic understanding of digital evidence so that they can
utilise the information that is revealed by digital traces
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Thank you for your attention
henseler.h@hsleiden.nl
www.linkedin.com/in/henseler/
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